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1

~

2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

3 come to order.

li Q

~

t t

~I.!~~·
~ill

the meeting will please

The subject of this meeting is a Staff

4 briefing on the uncontested items with regard to TMI-1
5 restart.

We have had communications from the Union of

6 Concerned Scientists, and we had one from Louise Bradford to
7 which I referred earlier, objecting both to this meeting and
8 on the Staff briefing on th·e TMI-1 restart and the closed
9 meeting that is to follow on the contested matters regarding
10 TMI-1 restart.
11

I would like to have general counsel comment on

12 the objections that we have received.
13

MR. BICKW IT;

With respect;. to t_he second . meet_ing,

14 a iot of what I said ~egar~ing t~e first is applicable.

We

15 do not believe that the ex parte rule technicallly applies
16 to any- briefing of th.e Staff in this instance. - But since
17 notions of due process do apply, we have asked the Staff not
18 to brief on any contested issues in the matter.
19

(Commissioner Bradford enters at 10:33 a.m.)

20

MR. BICKWIT:

If the Commission chose to receive

21 briefings on contested issues, we believe due process would
22 be accommodated if the parties having been notified of this
23 meeting were able to comment on the contested-matter
24 briefing.

However, this particular briefing will not

25 concern contested matters, by previous understanding among

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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3

1

the Commissioners.

2

If we appear to be goinq on to a contested item,

3

we will do our best to recognize that and notify the Staff

4 and the Commission, and we trust the Staff will also
5 participate in tryin·q to identify such issues reqardinq the
6 third meetinq.

This is simply a.briefinq by the Office of Policy

7

8 Evaluation on matters which are in contest in the
9 proceeding.

It seems entirely appropriate to us that the

10 Commission can meet in closed session without any of the.
11

parties present, so that their personal Commission Staff

12 advisers can give them summaries and analyses of the matters
· 13

that. are in conte.st.

This is analogous to _judqes me.etinq in

14 chambers with their assistants, and the issue of ex parte
15 never even· arises.
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That is because

17 perhaps some people do not understand

and

that the Office of

18 Policy Evaluation is part of the Commission's direct staff
19 and is not part of the Staff, that is the EDO staff.
20 the latter.

It is

The EDO Staff is a party in the proceedinq, but

21 OPE is in no way connected to them.

22

MR. BICKWIT:

Correct.

23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Any other comments before we

24 proceed?
25

(No response.}
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1

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

All right, then,I will turn

2 the meeting over to Mr. Denton to lead us through the
3 briefing on

the· uncontested items with regard to TMI-1

4 restart.

MR. DENTON:

5

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The

·6 briefinq will be done by Rip Jacobs and Darrell Eisenhut.

T YbU

requeste~

that.we brief you on the status of several

8 items, including NfiREG-0737 items, reactor operator

9 examinations, steam generator problems, other pending
10 technical issues, Governor Thornburg's letter, and when GPU
11 would be ready to restart.
12

e

We have a briefing prepared that has quite a-bit·

13 oL this. detail on .various of these issues, and we will try_ ..
14 to flag those issues which were controversial in the hearing
15 process.

16

;Rick.

17

MR. JACOBS:

18

Could I see the second slide on the

outline, please?

19

(Slide)

20

As .Mr. Denton pointed out, we intend to talk in

21 this order.

We can modify this order if you desire.

We

22 will cover restart sequence, staff certification approach,
23 operator training, and the other items that are listed
24 there.
25

Next slide, please.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1

(Slide)

2

This slide would give an indication of Licensee•s

3 estimate on sequence that he would conduct after restart
4 authorization is granted.

We know that he has allotted

5 approximately two weeks to a final heatup and conduct
6 modification testing.

He has no plans presently to come

7 back down .for repair of any items that do not pass all the
8 testing successfully.

Our opinion would be that the

9 schedule is very optimistic.
10

He has got quite a bit of testing to undergo.

And

11 we also know that one of the· tests being conducted is
12 low-power natural circulation test, which is a. test
13 requested to be done by. the Staff.
14

Next slide, please.

15

(Slide)

16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is th.e schedule so

17 abbreviated that you would bave concern about the adequacy
18 of the work being done?
19

~R.

JACOBS:

! think all the numbers of tests to

20 be done I think would be adequate.

I think the schedule is

21 rather optimistic on how much time he thinks it is going to
22 take him to do that.
23

MR. EISENHUT:

24 a problem or a

questio~

I think the answer is

no~

it is not

of having confidence in what he is

25 going to be doing and how he is going to go through it.

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
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r

6

.1 just have seen from the various OLs in the past that when a
2 plant has either been -- a brand-new plant or plants that
3 have been shut down for a period of

~ime,

that you can lay

4 out the ideal sequence of events but quite often it does not
5 happen that way.

And

we

just think that to get from one end

.6 to the other on this schedule is very optimistic.
7

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Are you satisfied that the

8 schedule would b& such that there would be no

short~uts

9 taken in any of these tests or start-up procedures?
10

MR. DENTON:

I do not think we have really focused

11 on the schedule as much as we have what would be encompassed
· 12 during this· period, and w:e are satisfied with that is
13 intended to. be done .. during. this. period. . And our view is i t .
14 is very unlikely that can be done

wit~out

unanticipated

15 ~roblem~·which would delay the schedule.
16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

But you do not see that theie

17 would be shortcuts taken?
18

MR. DENTON:

That is correct.

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You have enough detail then

20 on the actual tests so that you have confidence that
21 carrying out those steps .will be the driver, rather than the
22 dates?
23

MR. DENTON:

Yes, that is correct.

24

MR. JACOBS:.

Next slide, please.

25

(Slide t

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1

We tried to indicate on this slide what our p1an

2 is for certifying the plant.

As you know, the August 9th

3 order required the dire~tor of

NBR to certify plant

4 readinass to the Commission, and this kind of shows how we

5 are undertaking that task.
6

The first review would be determination

7. requirement sources, which.we have listed there, and then

8 our review of those sources to d·evelop a matrix.

NRR and

9 the region are doing this jointly.

10
11

The utility is also conducting an independent
review to develop their own matrix, which we will

be

· 12 balancing against· our matrix to make ·sure they have covered
~3

all tha items.

And.then it will be a matter .of checking of£

14 the items as they become

~ompleted.

15

Next _slide, please.

16

(Slide)

17

We put

thi~

slide in in response to the fact that

18

you wanted to be alerted to how the Licensee is staffing his

19

plant~

We have.indicated the various staffing requirements

20 for new OLs versus present operating reactors versus the
21 position of TMI in the hearing.
22

COMMISSION ER AHEARNE:

.If this is a position in a

23 hearing, why is this an uncontested issue?
24

MR. EISENHUT:

The only reason the overall

25 operator exam question is being discussed is because, of

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
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1 course, of the Commission's request.

This piece of paper

2 here is sort of a preceding to the next page.

This is just

3 a factual statement of what pieces of paper already in the
4 record show.
5 framework.

We are not discussing it in any other
So you can look at the numbers and the next page

6 shows how many they have.
7

8 than that.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
My question

was~

My question was different

I thought we were just hearing

9 about uncontested issues, and if this was an issue in the
10 hearing, I was puzzled why we were hearing -11

MR. DENTON:

Our guidance was

~hat

it was all

12 right to talk about certain issues in the hearing, provided
13 we stayted strictly on status.
14

MR. BICKWIT:

That is correct.

There is

15 absolutely no problem in dealing with the status of
16 contested issues.

If you get into arguments about the

17 merits of it, that contravenes the guidance.
18

MR. EISENHUT:

As I understand, your question was

19 what is the status of the reactor operator exams.

This page

20 shows the numbers that are presently on the record as being
21 required.
22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Before you go on to the

23 next page, could I ask you what is the requirement for
24 presently operating reactors for the future?

Will that

25 shift to the upper requirement at some point?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE.,

s.w.; WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1

MR. DENTON:

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

3

MR. JACOBS:

4

COM'MISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.
And when is that?

It is presently scheduled 7/1/82.
7/1/82.

Okay.

And it is two fully

6 qualified SROs.
7

MR. JACOBS:

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes, sira
Now, the bottom paragraph

9 there, the bottom set of bullets
10

MR. EISENHUT:

It is basically a partial quote

11 taken from the partial initial decision dated December 14.
12 They actually broke it down in a table form.

The last one;

13 labeled "Hierarchy of Actions," was basically my terIBinology
14 rather than repeating their four bullets.
15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

And their first two bullets

16 then track with the Staff pqsition; is that correct?
17

MR. DENTON:

18

MR. EISENHUT:

19 December

14~

We did not take exception to that.
I am sorry.

This was not in

it was in the previous partial initial

20 decision, the volume that came out originally August 27.
21

MR. JACOBS:

Next slide, please.

22

(Slide)

23

In order to show how they are meeting these

24 requirements, we put a slide together on the number of
25 applicants that took the various exams and how they did on

ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY, INC,
. 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W.,WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 .
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1 those exams.

We note on the bottom where it talks about the

2 breakdown of shift supervisor and shift foreman, which is
3 the area of most concern, that they are somewhat short in
4 meeting their requirements for full shift staffing as laid
5 out by the Licensing Board decision.
6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

What does that require?

I

7 do not see that here.
8

MR. JACOBS;

Well,. back up.

This meets our

9 requirements as -10

As you can see in the previous slide, the

11 requirements were two SBOs, one licensed and one trained,
12 the qual.ified SRO and two ROs.

-

·-

13

CO~JUSSIONER

GILINSKY:

How

!II any_

shifts_ do you

14 multiply that by?
15

MR. JACOBS:

16 hierarchy.

The Licensing Board developed a

They are supposed to maintain six shifts.

If

17 they are unable to maintain that, they are to go to five.
18 I:f they are unable to maintain five, they augment with
19 people who do not normally stand watch but are licensed to
20 stand watch.

If they are unable to do that, then they are

21 permitted to go to four shifts for short periods of time.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

23 would need 24 in
24

So for the six shifts, you

~11.

MR. JACOBS:

That is correct.

And they would not

25 be able to obtain six full shifts with the numbers of pepole

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
· 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, O.C. 20024 (202)-554·2345
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1

they have qualified right now.

We have asked the Licensee

2 to address this question.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3

He could not maintain five,

4 either.
MR. JACOBS:

5

He could if he augmented his shifts

6 with other individuals who do not normally stand watch.
7 I

As

say, we have asked the Licensee to respond to just these

8 concerns and tell us what his plan is for staffing.

We

9 received that plan late Friday night after close of business
10 for evluating that, _but we do not have a conclusi·on right
11

now.

12

MB~

DENTON:

He has proposed to remove four people

13 who hold RO l.icenses from their normal duties and assign
14 them here.
15

But it just came in, and it is under review.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

16 parentheses.
17

What is indicated by the parentheses?

MR. JACOBS:

18 really indicated by the
19

You have numbers in

There is-not anything else that is
parenthes~s.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

-

John said that you could

20 not operate on five shifts, and you said that you could.
21 And I assume that John was referring to nine plus ten being
22 less than twenty.
. 23
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi

Right •
Could you explain what you

25 have in mind?

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
400.VIRGINIA AVE.,

s;w., WASHINGTON;
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MR. JACOBS:

1

Yes, sir.

This slide is a little bit

2 misleading in that -3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

(Laughter.)

5

MR. JACOBS:

6 published.

We do not need that.

This is how the exams were

I used the same numbers.

He has a total of

7 twenty-one people that would be qualified to stand some sort
8 of watch, and the other two people would be indicated by

9 that asterisk.
10

shift foreman passed the

RO

12 listed here?

Oh, I see.

a~d

one

exam.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

11

13

In other words, one shift supervisor

In addition to the ones

Of the ones who previously

failed?

MR. JACOBS:

14

pass~d

Of the senior operators that failed.

15

Two of them

all portions of the RO exam, so

16

theoretically you would include them under the nine that

17 passed and call it eleven that passed •
. 18

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

I see.
Do they propose taking a

20 shift supervisor and a shift foreman and having them work
21 the RO shift?

22

MR. JACOBS:

The shift supervisor and shift

23 foreman that failed the RO exams would have been trained as
24 RSO and therefore they could stand shift watch as shift
25 foreman.

We do not require a SRO license to stand shift

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA-AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

I
r

13

1 foreman watch.
2

You must be trained and quali~ied as an RO.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

I see.

So when you say

3 SRO-trained, SRO training could include failing the exam?
4

MR. JACOBS:

We do not require he be licensed as

COMMISSIONER

AHEAR~E:

5 an SRO.
6

There· is a difference

7 between not taking the exam and taking it and failing.

8 as far as your requirement, there is no difference?
9

MR. DENTON:

But

·

The Board decision does not require

10 that they pass, merely that they be .trained.
11

MR. JACOBS:

Could I have the next slide, please?

12

(Slide)

13

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: . _I am not up with you.

14.have nine reactor operators that passed.

You

How many do you

15 need?
16

MR. JACOBS;

17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

He would rteed a total of ten.
All right.

And where are you

18 going to get them if there is only nine? _
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

21 to five shifts.
22

Ten on five shifts.
Yes.

At least.

Let us stick

And where do you get the other one?

MR. DENTON:

The company just sent in its staffing

23 plan over the weekend as to where they are going to get them
24 from, so we do not know until we look at that where they are
25 going to come from.

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I thought I was supposed to

2 tell from this page.
MR. JACOBS:

3

What I am trying to indicate is you

4 see nine ROs that passed and ten SBOs that passed.

If you

5 move down to the next section, there are two asterisks
6 there.

They failad the SRO.
MR. DENTON:

7

8 theory

the~e

But they are qualified as ROs, so in

woul1 be eleven ROs who passed the exam.

9 Dealing just with ROs.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

10

11 concern

Does it cause you any

that a person you are saying is your equivalent SRO,

12 because that is really what it is, is someone who has failed
13

the exam?
MR. DENTON:

14
15

Well, I do not know who much you want

to get into the merits of the case here.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

16

At least we are clear on the

17

status.

18

do not know if we have a problem on ex parte or not.

19

I do agree, I would like to ask that question.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I

Can we do that and simply

20 have other parties respond?
21

MR. BICKWIT:

As I said before, on a contested

22 issue you could listen to the Staff on the merits of the
23 matter just so long as the other parties are given an

e

24 opportunity to respond.
25 due process violation.

I

do not think there would be any

The other parties have been invited

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 to this meeting and would be furnished a transcript so they
2 could respond.
3

However, you did agree that the meeting would ber

4 about uncontested matters.
MR. DENTON:

Since we have just received their

6 staffing proposals to how they are going to compensate, I
7 would prefer to have a few· days to look at that before
8 trying to deal with the status.
9 another

reex~mination

And I would note that

is scheduled in February of some of

10 these people and of additional personnel.
11

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

12

MR. JACOBS_:

13

CSlide)

14

\.le might note that this slide is to show how he is

15 meeting his

pre~ent

16 account the

f~ilures

17,

All right.

Next slide, please.

staffing

r~quirements,

taking into

on the October exam.

COMMISSIONER

~ILINSKY:

Could I just ask you, is

18 the exam in two parts, an RO part and then an additional
1~

part for the SRO?

20

MR. JACOBS:

That is

21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

correct~

Do you have to apply.for

22 the SRO in order to get the RO?
23

MR. JACOBS:

If you apply for an SRO, you take

24 both portions.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Do you get an RO if you

ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY, INC,
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pass the RO part?
2

MR. DENTON;

Yes.

You mean can you get one?

Let

3 me ask Hugh Thompson if you can get it automatically.
4

HR. THOMPSON;

Yes, sir, you automatically get the

5 RO license if you get the RO and you have passed the written
6 and oral portions.

',

7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

8

MR. JACOBS;

Thank you.

This slide shows what the present

9 ·shift staffing requirements are.

The plant is in a cold
·-

10 shutdown condition right now and is to remain there.
j1

The

tech spec requirements will be one shift supervisor on site,

12 SRO-licensed, one control room operator, RO-licensed in the
13 control room.
14

He has sufficient individuals to do that.

15 requested and justified the

us~

He

of five additional

16 individuals who failed one or some portion of the October
17 exam and provided justification that was acceptable to the
18 Staff to use those individuals prior to restart •.

He has

19 plans to c::>ntinue to use the six-shift rotation scheme.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

This again may be a

21 question that·qoes beyond the bounds, so if so, why don't
22 you tell me.

Do you know whether the Licensee's approach to

23 getting additional personnel is to attempt to retrain those
24 who have failed, or have they attempted to get new
25 applicants?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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9,

1

MR. DENTON:

I think we know that.

2

MR. JACOBS:

Yes, sir.

They are doing both.

3

Sev.eral of the individuals failed only one section of the

4

October exam arid hence they are only required to retake that

5

section.

He has other individuals in the pipeline who are

6 ready, and he has other individuals entering the pipeline.
7 He is doing all he can to obtain six shifts.,
8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

If you fail one part of

9 the exam, you only take that part over?
10

MR. JACOBS:

Yes,· sir.

11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

12

MR. JACOBS:

13

MR.

How many parts are there?

I believe about thirteen parts.
Fourteen:

~HQMPSON:

eight on the RO .and six

14 on the senior exam.
15

··COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

And how soon after the

16 failure of the exam can you repeat it?
17

MR. JACOBS:

It is required to direct -- it is

18 within 60 days of receipt of denial letters.
19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

And then you just take the

20 portions that you failed?
21

MR. JACOBS:

No, sir.

That is only true if he

22 failed one section.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I see.

If you fail one

24 section, you get to take that one over.
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If you fail two or more?

,9
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MR. THOMPSON:
2

Up to two sections.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If you fail three, you have

3 to take the whole examination over again?
4

MR. THOMPSON:

Correct.

5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

6

MR. JACOBS:

And is this for the SRO?

Either SRO or RO.

There were several

7 SROs who failed one section and passed the oral and the
8 simulator exam.
9

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If a person is going for an

10 SRO and fails a portion of the RO, does he continue on with
11 the exam, or do you not correct them in that way?
12

MR. JACOBS:

No, sir.

The written exams are not·

13 corrected until long after they have taken them._
14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

So if a person were to fail a

15 section of the RO and pass all the rest, what would happen?
16

KR. JACOBS:

He is not qualified for anything.

17

Next slide, please.

18

(Slide)

19

20
21
22
23

e

24
25

.e
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
2 question.

I"m sorry.

One last

You mentioned the Licensee plans to continue the

3 six-shift rotation?
4

MR. JACOBS;

That's prior to restart, while he's

5 in this cold shutdown condition, yes, sir.
6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

What is the current plan

7 for,- if restart is authorized?
8

MR. JACOBS;

He would like to obtain six shifts.

9 The letter which he submitted to us, which

we

haven't really

10 evaluated, says he wants to try to use five shifts,
11 augmenting with the other individuals we mentioned.
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, what is the staff

13 position on hO'!f many _sl:l:i.!.ts _were _n~~-cted? _
14

MR. DENTON;

In order to allow for training, I

15 think it was at least five.
- 16

MR~

JACOBS;

Ih the staff position, we said that

17 there were not a minimum number of shifts.

But we wanted

18 the desired training done and we wanted to observe overtime
19 guidance.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So in the

staff~s

position

21 there was no minimum number?
22

MR. JACOBS:

We wanted to see five shifts, but we

23 are not making that a hard and fast number.

And that is why

24 the Board put in its license condition that strictly
25 delineated what shifts he should obtain and how tie should
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1 obtain

~hem.

2

The next slide shows the status of the major

3 restart modifications.
4

(Slide.)

5

We divided it up in .a few different parts •. One

6 would be the modifications required by the August 9th order
7 and/or NUREG-0737 type modifications.

There are many more

8 specific modifications listed, but those are the major
9 ones.

He's in the final stage of most of them.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

10

11 about discussing these.

I'm not uncomfortable

But I presume a number 0£ these

12 were covered in the hearing?
MR. JACOBS:

13

Yes, sir.

I should address that.

14 The automatic initiation was a contest'ed issue in the
15 hearing.
16

COMMISSIONER- GILINSKY:

17 would have been.

I would think they all

But as far as I'm concerned, if we can

18 assure others an opportunity to comment on what happens
19 here, I think we ought not to deny ourselves an opportunity
20 to get informed.
21

MR. JACOBS;

I am just trying to tell you the

22 status of the completion of these mods.
~

24

I don't intend to

address the merits of them at all.
As you can see, most of the mods are quite near

25 completion.

A little bit of construction -- the Licensee
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1 indicates he can complete those by the early part of
2 February.
3

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

Do you have any indication

4 of the accuracy of these GPU schedule dates?
5

MR. JACOBS;

Yes, sir.

I&E has been watching the

'6 construction proceeding and is comfortable that the stages

7 they are at, that the final construction and testing is
8 due.

Whether the Licensee can complete them on this

9 particular schedule is another question.
10

MR. DENTON;

Once again, we think they're

11 optimistic.
12

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

All these schedule

13 completion dates are optimistic?
14

MR. DENTON:

I wouldn't say all.

15 part of the table, the ones that

go

But.the first

to the August 9th order,

16. which show completion in February '82 -- and I think we
17 think that is probably an optimistic date to do all that
18 amount of work in connection with what
19 plate.

i~

also on their

We'll show you several more pages of it also being

20 done at the same time.
21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Has the Licensee been

22 hanging back, more or less moving. apace with our hearing, or
23 is this his best effort at getting the plant ready?
24

MR. DENTON:

I think he has paced his completion

25 dates and expenditure of funds and scheduling recognizing
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1 what he thought to be the schedule of the proceeding, so
2 that the two would come out at roughly the same end point.

e

3'

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

But you say they're

You mean they're optimistic because they

4 optimistic.

5 started too late?

MR. DENTON:

6

In the amount of work to be done

7 between now and February to complete not only this stage,
a·but other items over the holiday period.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

9

You say then they are not

10 keeping pace with the proceedings.

They are not doing it

11 fast enough?
12
.13

MR. DENTON:
proce~ding

is going_

Well, it's hard to say where the

exactly~

14

(Laughter.).

15

When I said that comment, I meant roughly they

a: nd.

I think they had

16

were intended to merge at the end,

17

hoped to complete all the modifications by the end of the

18

year.

19

looks like it's still a few months until the

20

Now that we have gotten to the end of, the year, it

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

They were talking about

21 being read.y before the end of the year:, and I

just wondered

22 whether that was an unrealistic schedule earlier or ·they
23 simply put of{ things they planned to do.
24

MR. JACOBS:

I think it was-more an unrealistic

25 schedule and not realizing the totality of things he's had
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1

t6 do.

He's run into some problems and has had to shift

2 priorities.

He previously indicated he thought he could

3 start up in October.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

That's what I

was

5-referring to.
MR. JACOBS:

6

That date has slipped and slipped, as

7 we'll see on a later slide when we show his dates.

He's

8 finalizing his schedules and tracking them much closer than
9 he was able to before.

He's really augmented his scheduling

10 department and has a much closer grasp on what needs to be
, 11

done and how close he is in each case.
Before 9na lot of items the procurement dates

12

.13 were u~s~re and the construction_ techniques unsure, that
14 type of thing.

MR. DENTON:

15

We will come back to the overall

16 schedu1e later in the presentation.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17
18

indication that financial constraints have led to deferral?

19

20 sir.
21

Have you seen any

MR. JACOBS:

I have not seen that indication,

I could ask I&E.
VOICE: Based on what the region has seen, there

22 have been no observations in that regard.
23

NR. JACOBS:

He has a great number of people

24 working in the plant right now.
25

The next slide.
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1

(Slide.)

2

This shows some Licensee-initiated modifications,

3 those that went above minimum NBC requirements.

And this is

4 just a sampling of the type of things that. he is doing.

The

5 scheduled completion dates for those are all some time in
6 January.
'The next slide, please.

7

8

(Slide.)

9

The next serious of slides -- we're going to come

10 back to when we think the estimate of dates of criticality
11 -- that's the last slide in the package.

The next series of

12 slides, we address the Licensee's compliance with NUREG-0737
13 items.
14

c~tegory

The first slide is really the lessons learned
A.

Those of course are within the concerns of the

15 hearing and were part of the order:
But as far as status knows, we note that they are

16

17 all completed or have SER's issued or the mods are nearing

18 completion.
19

Next slide, please.

20

(Slide.)

21

This slide would show the other 0737 items that

22 were due before 6-30-81, excluding the short-term lessons
23 learned.
~

We note the majority of those are complete, and in

all cases we have submittals in hand which are under

25 review.
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1

Next slide, please.

2

(Slide.)

3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I think I have missed the

4 item, but will there be monitors installed on the stack for
5 dealing with accident releases?
6

MR. JACOBS:

Yes, sir.

He has to have noble gas

7 monitor, in containment monitors, and iodine particulate
8 monitors.
9

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

This is not the temporary

10 fix; this is the final fix?
11

MR. JACOBS:

Yes, sir.

12 those in before restart.

He is intending to put

The staff position was that he

13 _c()uld. me_et tl1_E3 interim po:;;i ti_o.n.

Tnat was taken before it

14 was expected he would be delayed before the 1-82 dates, and
15 I believe that

w~s

addressed specifically in the partial

16 initial decision, anyway.
17

That is shown a couple of pages from now.

18

(Slide.)

19

The next slide would show those items that were

20 due between 7-1-81 and 12-31-81.
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Where would water level

22 indication be?

e.

- 23

MR. JACOBS:

On the next page after this one.

24

MR. DENTON:

These are lists that apply to all

25 operating react6rs.

\

We're just showing how this

p~rticular
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1 plant meets this.
2

MR. EISENHUT:

One other point that makes i t a

3 little easier is the four sets are broken into the same
4 sets that we have briefed you on before, what ye call the
5 ABCD's.

The first page is the short-term lessons learned

6 which have been implemented by order on all plants.
7

The second page has been implemented on all

8 operating reactors and has been put in effect by order also,
9 that is through 6-30-81.

The third page, that Rich was

10 mentioning, was July through December '81.

It's a phase

11 that we're now going through on all the plants.
12 last page are those that are 1982,

~hich.

And the

include those

_ J3 hardware items that we• ve been_ talking_ about on a number of
14 different forms, which is where all those items have been.
15

MR. JACOBS:

16-7-1-81 and the others.

This slide shows the status between
Some df

the~e

AFW

s~f~ty

grade

17 initiation was, of course, a major subject in the hearing.
18

Next slide, please.

19

(Slide.)

20

MR. DENTON:

We wanted to show this one to provide

21 a glimpse into '82 for what the NUREG schedules are and the
22 TMI-1 commitment, which I think is comparable to the

--

23 situation with regard to most operating reactors or exceeds
24 their completion date.
25

MR. JACOBS:

The mods you were asking about is a
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1

commitment date at five percent power.

2

II.F.1.1., II.F.1.2, and II.F.1.3.

3

CHAIBMAN PALLADINO:

4

MR. JACOBS:

Where are you?

The middle of the page, noble gas

5 monitors, iodine particulate monitors, containment radiation
6 monitors.

I believe those are the ones Dr. Gilinsky was

7 referring to.

The commitment is prior to exceeding 5

8 percent power.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

9

10

MR. JACOBS:

11

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is II.F -- what is that, 3?

2.3.
Is that. the water level

12 indicator or whatever?

MR. JACOBS:

13

The

wat~r

.leve_l ind,icator would .be

14 one part of that item, yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

15

And that's due when, 1-1-82?

16 That's the schedule?
17

MR. JACOBS:

18

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

19

20

That's the present schedule.
Is there a commitment to put

one in?
MR. JACOBS:

Yes, sir.

The next slide would show

21 the system he is committed to put in.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But the TMI-1 commitment is

23 the first refueling after restart.
JACOBS:

That's correct.

24

~R.

25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is there a commitment to put
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1 one in?
2

MR. JACOBS&

Yes, sir.

As I show on the next

3 slide, I've got a picture of the system he's committed to
4 put in.

This of course is very much within the contested

5 issues in the hearing.
6

C Slide.)

7

All I hve attempted to do right now is show the

8 system that he has proposed.

The hearing board did not go

9 into the merits of the different types. of systems to be

10

His system is a hot leg instrumentation system that

used~

11 would show level in the top ten feet of the hot leg.
12.choice of the

1a

tap~

that

to~

ten feet.is related to existing pressure

he_could~taka

advantage of, and
i~

14 instrumentation shown there
15

~ompensation

16

His

really

~he

other.

temp~rature

of this instrumentation level system.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is· th-at what

we

have

1T talked about when we talk about level, water level
18 instrumentation systems?
19

MR.

20

MR. CHRISTENBERRY;

BICKWIT~

That may be a problem.
That is a very contested issue

21 in here.
22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY&

Is there a problem if we

23 discuss it and give others an opportunity at
24 point?

Let me ask it another way.

25 could it be discussed?

~hen

som~

other

Under what circumstances

and where and what would it
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1 take?

2

MR. BICKWIT:

3 right now,

First of all, i t could be discussed

just so long as there is an opportunity for the

4 other parties to comment.

It is simply, as I said,

5 something that you have agreed not to discuss earlier.

If

6 you want to discuss i t in another forum, you can either

7 discuss it on the basis of the record with your Commission
8 staff advisors or you could discuss it with the staff in

9 open session with the other parties present, giving them an
10 opportunity to respond, or you could do what I

said you

11 could do right now at a later session, having decided to do
12 that at a later session.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: . Is.OPE familiar.with the

13

.14

issues on this item?
MR. REMICK:

15

I think we are, Mr. Chairman, and

16 we'll be addressing some of them that are in the record.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17
18 in

So you can summarize what's

the record for us?

19

MR. REMICK:

Yes.

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, we could decide at

21 that time

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Maybe that would be the

23 parties.

Let's at least find out from OPE --

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Would your stricture

25 prevent them asking the question that Commissioner Gilinsky
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1 asked, which was a very good question, the answer to which
2 I'd be interested in also?
3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is this what we had in

·4 mind?
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Let the General Counsel

6 answer the question.
7

MR. BICKWIT:

Asking the question?

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9

(Laughter.)

10

MR. BICKWIT:

No, answering it.

I thought you said asking.

I would

11 prefer that that not be answered.
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13

CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO: - All .right •.... We '11 take. i t up

All right.

14 with OPE and see what's in the record.
15

Okay.

You want to go on?

16

MR. JACOBS:

17

CSlide.)

18

The next few slides address the types of problems

Go on to

th~

next slide, please.

19 the Licensee is having on the steam generators.

We note in

20 the top, there is a short chronology of when the problem
21 that's discovered is a primary-secondary leak in the B steam
22 generator.

He conducted an initial nitrogen bubble test,

23 which really involves pressurizing the secondary side with
24 nitrogen, with the water level about halfway down the
25 generator, and then removing the primary head and manway
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1 cover up.at the top of the generator, and you can see the

2 bubbles coming through the tubes from the secondary side to
3 the primary side.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

4

What's the total number of

5 tubes?

6

MR. JACOBS:

7

CLaughter.)

8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

9

15,531.

How many did he find

leaking?
MR. JACOBS:

10

86 in the A generator and 44 in the B

11 generator.

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

13.

MR. JA_COBS:

Yes,. sir....

He's found another six?
When he did another

14 nitrogen bubble test he found another six tubes leaking.
15
16

17

The next slide would show a picture of what the
steam generators look like.
(Slide.)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
. 25
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1

I might go on a little bit about how the nitrogen

2 bubble tests detect the leaks.

The water level would be

3 down below the steam outlet nozzles on the secondary side.
4 The water level on the primary side, the steam generator
5· would be drained to down just above the tubes at the top of
6 the steam generator, and you would have the manway open and
7 a video camera looking in the primary side.
8

And then he would apply riitrogen pressure on the

9 secondary side up to about 15 pounds, and that would force
10 the gas through any

leakin~

11 the tubes in that manner.

tubes.

And he was able to count

It's kind of a quick test to

12 discover the extent of thr6ugh-wall cracking •
. CSlide.)

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

Was the pressure of 15 pounds

15 something that was empirically determined to tell you
16 whether he was detecting leaks?
17 gone up to 30 pounds would

h~

In other words, if he· had

detect more leaking tubes?

I

18 just don't get a feel for how effective a test that is.
19

MR. jACOBS1

This is related to determining the

20 magnitude of the problem.

The first time he tried to do a

21 nitrogen test on the B steam generator he couldn't get over
22 two pounds, it was leaking that bad.

In the second test --

23 as you go through the test, you plug the tubes as you see
24 one leaking, until you can achieve a full pressure of 15
25 pounds.
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Of course, he's going through to confirm the

1

2 location and the magnitude of these defects through a series

3 of testing programs.

MR. DENTON:

4

5 schedules.

This issue cast considerable doubt on

Until the magnitude of·this issue or problem is

6 known and the type of modification, it would be hard to come

7 up with a good estimate for when the plant would be ready.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

8

Is there any feel for how

9 this vessel compares or this steam generator compares with
10

the leakages in other plants?

MR. JACOBS'

11

Of course, all the B&W plants have

12

once-through steam generators.

13

this magnitude of problem.

MR.

14

DENTON~

No other

B&W

plants have had

This appears to be related to

15

activities, I guess, within the past few months with this

16

particular generator.

17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

18

MR. JACOBS:

19

I can explain a little bit about the

chronology.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

20
21

What do you mean?

What I was really getting at

is, if their experience is worse than others, why is it so?

22 And I might be getting far afield.

MR. BICKWIT'

23
24

25

No, in this case that would be

okay.
MR. EISENHUT:

The phenomenon which Rick is going
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1 to talk about in a minute is a phenomenon because of the
2 geometry

consider~tions.

It only occurs in these

3 once-through steam generators with an upper tube sheet.

To
B~W

4 the best of my knowledge, there has not been any other

5 plant problems that have been experienced like this at all,
6 certainly not in the magnitude where you see what may well

7 be a crevice corrosion phenomenon in the upper tube sheet.
8

Now, there is, however, in the Westinghouse steam

9 generators in a number of plants -- the Point Beach plant
10 was the most significant, where

~here

has been cracking of

11 tubes in the crevice region in the lower tube sheet.

There

12 have only been a couple of plants that have had this

--

13 phenomenon where the experience has shown up in the past.
14-And again, nothing on the ordei of over 100 leaking tubes or
15 anywhere near this.
16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

Is this in any way related t6

17 the fact -that it's been shut down for a period of time?
18

MR. DENTONi

Why don•t we have Rick give you an

19 overview 0£ the activities of the steam generator.

_It

20 appears to be related to the activity of the generator, not
21 to the age of the unit per se.
22

MR. JACOBS:

In September this plant was at 2,000

23 pounds, with no leaking tubes.

And since that time he

24 determined the leaking tubes when he had the plant
25 depressurized, when he increased the primary.pressure to 45

;
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1 pounds.

In November he discovered the problem.

So it

2 appears to be something related to cold phenomena.
3 are Inconel tubes.

These

There's not that many mechanisms that

4 will attach Inconel tubes, one of which is a sulfur type
5 attack, which could occur very rapidly.
6

We don't know where the sources of sulfur would

7 have been.

That's part of the program, .to try to

8 determine.

That's why he's iemoving tubes to do

9 metalurgical testing.

He's investigating the history of how

10 the generator has been maintained and any other problems
11 that would have cropped up.
12

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

You say it's cold

13 pressurization?
MR. JACOBS:

14
15

It wasn't cold pressurization.

It

appears to be when he came back down from hot functional

16 testing in September there may have been some phenomenon
17 that occurred· during that hot functional testing, such as
18

depositing of chemical products up in the crevice region or

19

dryout, since he came back down, and that type of thing.

20

We have an individual in the audience who can

21 discuss it a little further, if you• d like a little more
22 detail.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But at the moment, I gather

24 you don't know why?
25

MR. JACOBS:

that's correct.
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MR. DENTON:
2 identified.

The mode of failure has not been

So I think it's several months to identify the

3 problem.
4

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

But until you do,

ther~

at

5 least has to be the suspicion that i t would be related to
6 the two and a half years of shutdown, because that's clearly
7 the most unigue feature of this particular plant.
8

MR. JACOBS:

That's true, sir.

But a previous

9 eddy current inspection showed no problems about a year ago,
10 and the fact that he was able to achieve 2,000 pounds
11 differential pressure and then two months later -12

.COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:But nevertheless, A, you

13 don't know for - certain, and B, there's one unique feature.
14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Could there have been things

15 that accumulated over the last two and a half years that
16 would show up when you

~tart

to do tour

preop~rational

17 testing?
18

MR. EISENHUT:

We're speculating.

We're going to

19 be working on it very intensely with the utility and

B~W

in

20 the future.
21

MR. JACOBS:

I might go through the method he's

22 doing, his program for resolving the problem.

It really

23 involves -- he's been conducting a full-length tube random
24 sample type eddy current program to determine -- we know now
25 all the leaks are up in the crevice area of the tube sheet,
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1 which is shown a couple of slides back.

And we are trying

2 to determine if there are any defects in other areas of the
3 tube length, and there appear not to be.

They appear all to

4 be way up there.
5

Then he is going to be identifying a final eddy

6 current prooram which will involve -- there's different
7 types of probes that would show defects better up in that
8 area.

~e're

going to be monitoring a qualification program

9 to determine the best type of probe to be used, and he'll be
10 doing a 100 percent pa.rt length inspection.

So he' 11 be

11 checking all the tubes.
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You have at

l~ast

two

13 months to correct the problem.
14

MR. JACOBS:

That would be optimistic.

If no

15 further problems were identified and we determined what the
16 mechanism w~s, and that just a certain number 6£ tubes we~e
17 plugged, for example, the best he could do would be two
18 months.
19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Would you plug these tubes

20 or replace them?
21

MR. JACOBS:

The tubes wouldn't be replaced, sir.

22 There is different ways to correct the problem.
23 be sleeving, the other would be tube-plugging.
24 numbers of tubes that we see here,

~ith

One would
As far as

15,000 tubes,

25 plugging of some tubes is not going to be a problem from
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1

that point of view.

There may be some thermal hydraulic

2 problems which we have to get involved with.

It depends

3 totally on how many tubes would need to be plugged.

In January we indicated that we want to sit down

4

5 and discuss a program for correcting the problem.

By that

6 time we should know quite a bit more.

COMMISSIONER· BRADFORD;

7

Say again how many tubes

8 were tested?
~R.

9

JACOBS;

A ~otal of -- he had a program of

10 sampling about 800 tubes in each steam generator as a
11

full-length inspection to see if that determined any

12 problems.
13 the
14

I

know he's tested about actually 3,000 tubes in

A steam generator.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

But as of December 4, when

15 there were 38 leaking tubes in one and 86 in the other,
16 what's the denominator?
17

MR~

JACOBS;

That test was done by nitrogen.

18 Those were the through-wall cracking type tubes.
19

20

It wasn't

determined by eddy current inspection.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

When you say your first

21 tube removal is scheduled, do you mean plugging?
22

MR. JACOBS:

It's not a correction process.

23 merely to determine what's causing the mechanism.· They
24 actually cut the tube apart way down and pull it out.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I see.
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1

MR. EISENHUT:

And incidentally, the testing of

2 800 is only to determine where the problems are and to
3 back and test more out of 15,000.

It's a matrix that you

4 step across the steam generator in each direction.
5 actual

numb~r

go.

So the

of tubes that would have to be eddy current

6 tested would likely be a much larger number.

That's just a

7 sampling process to see if you can locate which

are~

of the

8 steam generator has the problems.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

9

Of all the items you have

10 listed, this seems the most formidable.

Is that a fair

11 characterization?
MR. bENTON:

12
13

hav~

Certainly it was unanticipated.

We

had experience wifh the 737 items and in general

14 everyone

kno~s

how to carry.those out.

I don't think we

15 have our arms around the nature of the proper corrective
16

~~tion

of this problem.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

Given the experience

we

18 have had with trying to solve steam generator problems,
19 history

~ould

say •ost likely the further in you go the more

20 ptoblems unfold.
21

MR. DENTON:

Just for the very early stages, I

22 understand they have enlisted the aid of several
23 consultants, and B&W's just really beginning to identify the
24 cause.
25

MR. JACOBS:

The next slide would address Governor
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1 Thornburg•s letter, which we indicated we would like to talk
2 about.
3

(Slide.)

4

MR.

DENTON~

I wasn't sure what you had in mind

5 with regard to the Governor•s letter.
6 points whi=h we have shown.here.

But he made two

With regard to the first

7 point, the development of consensus, I guess it's my view
8 that things are moving with regard to the cleanup, but the
9 consensus and funding does not exist now.
10

With regard to the second area, receipt of

11 adequate assurance, that certainly will be achieved at the
12 end of our process when we are able to certify.
13

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I recall there were a number

14 of specific questions raised or referred to, I guess, by
15 Governor
16

Are those all being addressed?

Thornbur~.

MR. JACOBS:

17 ex parte rules.

Yes, sir, as much as we can with the

A lot of them didn't address hearing·

18 issues.
19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Now, is there any tie-in, at

20 least technically, with regard to Unit 2 and Unit 1?
21

MR. JACOBS:

One of the issues of the hearing was

22 to separate the two units, and the staff has been satisfied
23 the units are adequately separated as far as any transfer of
24 radioactive coolant or waste.
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Could Unit 1 be operated
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e

1

without any interaction with Unit 2?

This is a matter

2 getting into -- okay, I'll have to stay away from it.

MR. DENTON:

3

With regard to item number 1, it•s my

4 understanding 'that the company does have enough money to
5

continue the cleanup of the water in the containment and to

6

perform some Of the decontamination experiments that are

7 und erva y and beinq partially funded by the Federal

8 Government, and perhaps for some shipment of Epicor liners.
9 But that's it, and other than maintaining the status quo on
10 the island.
11

(Slide.)

12

MR. JACOBS:

13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

The next slide -Do you have a copy of the

14 Governor's letter there?
15

MR. DENTON:

16

MR. EISENHUT:

I didn't bring it with me, no.
I've got it ih with a few other

17 things.
being~~anded

18

(Document

19

MR. JACOBS:

to Commissioner Gilinsky.)

The next slide would address

20 estimates of plant status and schedule.

The Licensee's.

21 projected dates show he can be ready for hot functional
22 testing 1-15-82 and criticality 2-1-82.
23 quite optimistic.

We feel those are

The staff estimates would be, we feel, a

24 little more realistic, that he could be ready for hot
25 functional testing some time in February, with criticality
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1 some time in March.
2

And all these estimates would exclude the steam

3 generator problem if the magnitude, as we would expect,
4 would turn out to be much more than just a problem that
5 could be fixed within a couple of months.
6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Did the Licensee project

7 those dates prior to the steam generator problem?
8

MR. JACOBS:

Yes,

9 saying the same thing.

sir~

I think the Licensee is

They do not know the impact of the

10 steam generator problem on the schedule.

He's able to

11 proceed· wt th the other work while the steam genera tor
12 problem is ongoing.

So it has not really distracted other

. 13 resources.
14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Dbes your date of March imply

15 fixing up steam generators as you find them now?
16

MR. DENTON:

We haven't factored the steam

17 generator problem into that at all.
18 date to assign for that.

We just don't know what

This is to factois other than the

19 steam generator.
20

MR. JACOBS:

I might note the last item would

21 indicate that we are still trying to develop an overall
22 listing of the remaining items to be done.
23 awful lot to do.

There's still an

And as I said, the Board's decision would

24 be a part of that were there some additional requirements
25 involved there that were not anticipated.
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1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

In responding about the

2 Governor's letter, you said you were following up the items
3 within the constraints of the ex parte limits.

Is it that

4 your constraints could only apply not to following up the
5 items, but to telling us about it?
6

MR.

JACOBS~

Is that what you meant?

Even how we respond to the

l~tter.

7 Governor Thornburg's letter included a.letter from
8 Congressma-n Udall.
9

10 refer to.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That's what I was about to

He mentions following· up items that were

11 mentioned to him by Mr. Udall, and he attaehes that letter
12 and it deals.with a number of

item~.

And one I notice here

13 is core cooling and the core w~ter level instru~entation.
14

MR. JACOBS:

15

MR. BICKWIT:

16 to the Governor.

Yes, sir.

And our response would

~-

There's no problem with the response

The problem is that copyin·g in the

17 Commission creates -the problem, if you get deeply into the
18 merits.
19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is there anything about

20 this that we ought to know?
21

(L~ughter.)

22

MR. DENTON:

Well, certainly many of the issues he

23 raised were covered in the hearing and are covered in the
24 decision.
25

It's an awkward way to communicate.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Do you feel you're dealing
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1

with it satisfactorily from your point of'view?

2

MR. DENTON:

We have the issue of the adequacy of

3 water level instrumentation under review and expect to be

4 taking a staff position on that in the very near future.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

6 that may be in this letter?

MR. JACOBS:

7

Are there any other items

I don't remember the details.

There were a

num~er

of items from UCS

8 that were iiscussed within the hearing.

9

MR. DENTON:

If it's the same issues in the

_)

10 hearing, we're not taking any-further action other than
11

reviewing the Board decision on that.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

12
13

them in

th~ wa~

you

thin~

But you have.addressed

you should

hav~

oi should be

14 addressing them?
15

HR. DENTON:

Yes.

16

CHAIRMAN_ PALLADINO:

I'm not clear.

How will we

17 know your reaction to these various questions?
18

Soon, never

or --

19

(Laughter.)

20

r·~

not sure I know, honestly, how we're going to

21 communicate and how we're going to get information on these

22 so that we can actually -- you know, we may very much want
23 to examine in our own thoughts-the relationship between
24 Units 1 and 2, whether or not Unit 1 has all been adequately
25
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MR. DENTON:

1

2 would like.

I guess we can interact any way you

We took positions on all these in the hearing

3 and they've all been addressed by the board, and that is
. 4 under review for appeal and so forth.

So any mechanism of

5 your choice would be fine.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

6

7 were withholding.

I'm really speaking.out of frustration.

MR. BICKWIT:

8

I didn't mean to imply you

If you have particular questions

9 about the matters raised in that letter, then we can proceed
10 in one of the ways that I have outlined previously.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
12 into these things.
13

we wouldn't.

I'm all for us getting

My only hesitation is that, we said that

But there is an indication that we ought to

14 pursue them with the staff ·or with all the parties or
15 however, in any case making sure that everyone has an"
16 opportunity to comment on whatever is said by, another
17 party.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO,

18

Well, I think I will review

19 with General Counsel again the various options, and then
20 come forward with a suggestion.

I agree we don't want to do

21 it today, but I am interested.
MR. JACOBS:

22
~

our briefing, Mr.

24

25 questions?

I think that pretty much concludes

Chair~an.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Do the Commissioners have any

If not, thank you very much, and we will adjourn
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1 this meeting and then reconvene in about ten minutes for the
2 closed
3

portion~

(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the meeting was

4 adjourned.)
5
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